
Madam's 3631 

 

  Chapter 3631 So you just sold me? 

 

The second elder of the Ji family didn't know why she had such a strong sense of oppression at such a 

young age. He was so oppressed that he couldn't breathe, so he could only hold the rim of the cup with 

one hand, and said in words: "I found out the day before yesterday. This time There are many forces 

involved in this matter. The 9th and 15th I arranged for you before, and the 15th was also instigated by 

someone who wanted to kill you when you were not prepared..." 

 

   "Hey." He sighed, looked straight into the girl's eyes, and said sincerely, "This time I was wrong, I 

almost hurt you." 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't reply, picked up the glass and took a sip of white water to moisten his throat, he 

didn't comment on what the second elder of the Ji family said. 

 

   "What are you going to do about it?" 

 

  She and the second elder of the Ji family are not in the same relationship as Zhong Yiliu and Feng 

Yu. Even if the other party is older and is an elder, it is impossible to get the treatment of Feng Yu and 

Zhong Yiliu from her. 

 

  He apologized, she said forgive. 

 

  There are not so good things in this world. 

 

Qiao Nian's question was very straightforward, but it made the second elder of the Ji family slightly 

stunned. He couldn't make up his mind for a while, so he hesitated and said slowly: "We all discussed it, 

and the result of the temporary discussion is that there are too many forces involved. It’s not easy for us 

to care about them one by one. The best way is to catch one of the forces and punish them severely, 

and kill the chicken to show the monkeys!” 

 



  He slowed down, and looked at Qiao Nian again: "Of course it depends on what you want. Miss 

Qiao is the victim of this incident, and we respect your opinion." 

 

   Qiao Nian saved the Ji family's face this time, out of emotion and reason, he also wanted to save 

face for Zu Qiao. 

 

  Qiao Nian clasped his finger on the table and tapped lightly, as if hitting the heart of the second 

elder of the Ji family, feeling inexplicably uneasy. 

 

  He fidgeted and waited for a long time. 

 

  I heard the girl ask him. 

 

   "Which force are you going to severely punish?" 

 

   "Three or nine doors." He said the answer that he had discussed a long time ago. 

 

  Qiao Nian remained silent, as if he was not surprised that he would propose three or nine 

questions, but she didn't stop tapping on the table, which made the second elder of the Ji family even 

more confused about her thoughts. 

 

"Miss Qiao, the 15th is the person from the Sanjiu Gate. We also decided to attack them after 

considering this. The Sanjiu Gate stopped us before you came out and refused to let us go to the 

Mingshui Mansion to pick you up. So we put it all together , it is the most reasonable for us to deal with 

them, and the least likely to be criticized." 

 

  Qiao Nian paused for a second as he tapped his fingers on the table, then slowly raised his head, 

looked at him with dark eyes, and said directly: "What about the Chamber of Commerce Alliance? How 

are you going to deal with it?" 

 

The second elder of the Ji family was fidgeting when asked, as if poking at a hidden difficulty, his eyes 

dodged: "President Simon came to my door to apologize the next day, and then we discussed some 



cooperation projects. What do we old guys mean? ...There are quite a few forces involved this time. He 

is just one of them, and since he has a good attitude, he also took the initiative to apologize. Or..." 

 

  Qiao Nian smiled, leaning on the back of the chair, his eyes seemed to penetrate the dark side of his 

heart, making him unable to lift his head: "So you sold me." 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family blushed, and frowned awkwardly: "Miss Qiao, that's not what we 

meant." 

 

   Qiao Nian interrupted him directly: "How much did you sell for?" 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family choked his throat and stopped talking. 

 

  Qiao Nian nodded, propped his chin and said bluntly: "Who gave you the courage to think that you 

can sell me unilaterally? Do you think I should cooperate with you, and the adults agree with your 

handling results in large quantities?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3632 Domineering sister, I need you to give me the result? 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family really can't sit or stand this time, let alone walk away. Only an old 

face turned purple, facing the aggressive Qiao Nian, he squeezed out a sentence: "We are also 

considering the interests of the family." 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't even blink her eyes, and there was not much emotion in her dark eyes. Ask him in a 

clear and logical manner: "So the interests of the Ji family have something to do with me?" 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family: "You..." 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't give him a chance, put his left hand on the back of the chair, bit his lips and smiled: 

"You don't really think I'm helping you for the benefit of the Ji family, do you?" 



 

The face of the second elder of the Ji family changed slightly, and he couldn't even maintain his basic 

dignity. Seeing the girl's arrogant face, he lowered his tone: "Miss Qiao, whether you believe it or not, 

my starting point is for the family. The patriarch is still in the hospital. I don't know when it will be 

better. Ji's family is not suitable to offend a force like the Chamber of Commerce Alliance... I know this is 

unfair to you. We also discussed that we will definitely destroy Sanjiu The door will give you an 

explanation. This is the best result we can achieve..." 

 

   "Hey." Qiao Nian took the hand that stretched his chin, and suddenly looked at him: "I need you to 

give me the result?" 

 

   "Qiao Nian!" The second elder of the Ji family was also angry. 

 

  Every time he said a word, Qiao Nian would mercilessly slap him on the face, and he couldn't get off 

the stage by asking him repeatedly. 

 

  He is an elder after all, and he needs face, so there is no room for a junior to embarrass himself 

everywhere outside. 

 

With a stern face, he stood up quickly, without any extra expression on his face, and said to the girl in a 

blunt tone: "Since you want to take care of the Ji family's affairs, it means you have feelings for the Ji 

family. We elders We have already discussed it, so we will deal with three or nine cases. It doesn’t 

matter if you agree or disagree. This is the result of our discussion..." 

 

  He was standing, Qiao Nian was sitting. 

 

   So when looking at him, you need to raise your head slightly. It is said that this posture is easy to be 

overwhelmed by others, but the second elder of the Ji family obviously felt that the aura around her has 

cooled down, and the look in his eyes has gone cold to the bone... 

 

   Instead, he himself seemed to be suppressed, half his head short. 

 

at this time. 



 

The man drinking coffee at the next table put the bottom of the cup on the table, got up and walked 

over. He was tall and long-legged, and his narrow eyes glanced at him darkly, as if to say hello to him, 

and put his hand on the girl's shoulder in a blink of an eye: "The doctor told you to be less angry." 

 

  Qiao Nian: "..." 

 

Seeing Ye Wangchuan approaching, the second elder of the Ji family acted like no one was talking to 

Qiao Nian. The indescribable feeling in his heart made him sullen, glanced at the two of them, and said 

forcefully: "You guys talk. I have something else to do, let's go first. " 

 

  He said to take his own things and leave. 

 

   Yet someone wouldn't let him go. 

 

   "What is the second elder doing in such a hurry, let's sit down and talk." 

 

  Contemptuous and dignified, like the clouds above the head suddenly pressed down with a majestic 

pressure hood. 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family turned around and his movements froze. He took a deep breath, 

tried to calm down, and then slowly turned around to face him: "What do you want to talk about?" 

 

  He didn't wait for Ye Wangchuan to speak. 

 

   "Young Master Ye, let me remind you. Regardless of your relationship with her, this is also an 

internal matter of our Ji family, and it is not up to outsiders to intervene!" 

 

   "Tch." Ye Wangchuan clicked his tongue softly, raised his eyelids in a mild manner, his pupils were 

clear: "When you asked her to do something before, you didn't pay attention to insiders and outsiders." 

 

have to say. 



 

  He knows how to poke people where they hurt. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3633 My friend needs you to give me justice? 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family managed to stabilize his expression with engraving and almost 

froze again: "Young Master Ye, pay attention to your wording." 

 

   "Do you think I'm giving you face?" Ye Wangchuan ignored him, and said directly: "She came 

forward to participate in the treasure hunt for you, saved face for you, almost got hurt for you, and took 

risks for you alone..." 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family frowned: "What exactly do you want to say?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan lowered his hand, grabbed the girl's uninjured hand, and forced her five fingers to 

interlock with her. 

 

He held her firmly in his hand, then raised his head, and continued to speak in a slow tone: "You still 

think she needs you to explain to her in order to get a fair result. Why don't I give you too much face? 

Otherwise, why would you Being used to being lawless, I really feel that I am a thing. The people I put in 

my heart still have to ask you to give a fair explanation!" 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family's heart trembled for a second, and subconsciously looked in Qiao 

Nian's direction, as if at this juncture, he hoped that Qiao Nian would stand up and persuade Ye 

Wangchuan not to do stupid things. 

 

  Qiao Nian's gaze had been on the man who ran over to grab her hand, but she felt the gaze of the 

second elder of the Ji family betting on her. 

 

  She was stunned for a second, and realized what the other party was thinking, and laughed 

uncontrollably. 



 

She smiled very unceremoniously and recklessly. After a few short laughs, she suddenly put away the 

smile on her lips, licked her lower lip, and pulled the corners of her mouth. It's so annoying, and he said 

bluntly to the second elder of the Ji family who was still counting on her to rescue him: "I never cared 

about the life and death of the Ji family. Your interests, the life and death of the Ji family have nothing to 

do with me! All I care about is one or two It’s just personal, but if you think you can rely on this to 

contain me, it’s ridiculous.” 

 

   "I will make it clear to them that they can understand best, if they can't understand it can only 

mean that they are not worth what I do so much." 

 

  Qiao Nian said loudly: "I am determined to move the Chamber of Commerce Alliance!" 

 

  She turned her head to look at the second elder of the Ji family again, her eyes revealing a bone-

piercing coldness: "As for you... just let me understand one sentence." 

 

   "..." 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family looked at the thin lips opening and closing, and said arrogantly: 

"...a dog that is not full should use a big stick to wake up." 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family's face was livid and reddened by Qiao Nian's scolding, and he 

couldn't recover after pinching his palms for a long time, but he still didn't dare to talk back. 

 

  Before he came, he swore that he could handle Qiao Nian, and persuaded her not to pursue it. 

 

  But Qiao Nian's reaction now undoubtedly gave him a loud slap, telling him that it was useless to try 

to restrain her with moral kidnapping. 

 

  As she said, she doesn't care about Ji's family life at all. 

 

  But these days, she obviously took a lot of risks for Ji's family, and even broke with the First 

Research Institute...how can she not care about the family's interests in a blink of an eye. 



 

  The second elder of the Ji family complained endlessly. He couldn't help but regret the matter at 

this point. He could only meet the girl's eyes, and reminded him hesitantly, "Qiao Nian, after all, the 

blood of the old patriarch is flowing on you." 

 

  It means that you are always Ji's family. 

 

   "Oh." The girl responded, with a casual and serious tone: "Then you let him get up from the grave 

to ask me for bloodletting. He himself comes to ask me for it, and I will return it to him." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan couldn't help but look sideways at her, the corners of his lips were pulled up, and he 

squeezed their hands indistinctly. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3634 Sister Nian is going to clean up the Chamber of Commerce Alliance 

 

Qiao Nian felt his fingers being pinched, looked at him, didn't say anything, looked at the second elder of 

the Ji family again, seemed tired, and said casually: "I'm not satisfied with your results today, You go 

back and discuss it with other people and tell me the result. I am impatient, and if you are so good at 

calculating benefits, you should be able to calculate who will suffer more if you offend me or the 

Chamber of Commerce Alliance Simon." 

 

   "You..." The second elder of the Ji family is not stupid, how could he fail to hear the coercion inside 

her words. 

 

   Qiao Nian told them in Chiguoguo that Simon might target the Ji family and offend her, and she 

could also turn around and clean up the Ji family! 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family's expression was extremely ugly, his cheek muscles were tense, he 

clenched his teeth, and his mind was clouded with anger, but he had to admit that the choice Qiao Nian 

gave him happened to be on their seven inches... 

 



  She seems to have given the Ji family two choices. 

 

   There is really only one answer. 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family didn't want to admit it but had to admit that the Ji family is now in 

Qiao Nian's hands, together with the fate of the others, in her hands. 

 

   "I will consider it." The second elder of the Ji family sullenly shook his hands angrily and snorted 

coldly: "I can go now." 

 

   These words were aimed at Qiao Nian, and they were looking at Ye Wangchuan. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan rolled his eyelids, and made a lazy gesture: "The door is over there." 

 

   "..." 

 

  The face of the second elder of the Ji family became hot again, and he ran away as if fleeing. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan waited for him to leave before letting go of the girl's hand and sitting down opposite 

her, observing her expression: "Are you not angry?" 

 

  Qiao Nian looked at him with raised eyebrows, sighed, and said slowly, "I was very angry at first. 

You came over later, but I think it's unnecessary after thinking about it." 

 

  She looked at Ye Wangchuan seriously, and said clearly: "My purpose from the beginning was not to 

help the Ji family. Since I didn't include these people in my scope from the beginning, it can't be said that 

they failed me." 

 

   "But they still failed you." Ye Wangchuan's tone was very cold. 

 



  Qiao Nian saw that he seemed to be angrier than herself, so she smiled, and all the irritability in her 

heart disappeared. Relieved: "So I don't give them a chance to disappoint me. Didn't I give them two 

choices in the end? They are smart people and know how to choose." 

 

   These old guys from the Ji family are very similar to Nie Qingru. They are very shrewd when it 

comes to their own interests, and they will never choose the second option. 

 

   They will only choose themselves. 

 

   Even if they break their promises, even if they go back on their word, they will always be loyal to 

their interests! 

 

  Qiao Nian twitched the corners of her mouth, picked up the glass on the table, rubbed the glass 

with her fingertips, dropped her eyes, wondering what she was thinking, and lowered her head to take a 

sip of water. 

 

   "I've given him many chances, since he doesn't want it, let it go." 

 

   "..." Ye Wangchuan knew who she was talking about, his eyes were deep and he did not speak. 

 

   Chamber of Commerce Union Simon...it's time to fix it. 

 

  ** 

 

  Things were as expected by Qiao Nian. 

 

  Since the two parties met and chatted yesterday and broke up, he hurriedly called several other 

elders to Juyi Hall to discuss this matter. 

 

   Qiao Nian said he was giving them two choices, but in fact he was asking them to choose an ally 

between himself and Simon. 

 



  If this choice was left in the past, these elders who are used to being high above the top would still 

consider Simon. After all, Simon does not represent a personal force, but the entire chamber of 

commerce alliance. 

 

   But looking at the entire Independent Continent now, who would dare to underestimate Qiao Nian, 

think that she is not to be feared by herself, and would easily offend her? 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3635 just received the news now 

 

   So two choices are really only one. 

 

  In the beginning, some people were unwilling to give up, and proposed to talk to Qiao Nian again, 

and persuade her from the overall situation. 

 

   Someone approached Xie Yun and Ji Nan and mentioned this matter, hoping that they could come 

forward and talk to Qiao Nian. None of the results were rejected. 

 

  Xie Yun and Ji Nan are fine, at least they answered their phone calls without knowing it at first. 

 

  Qiao Nian is much less polite. 

 

  No one in Ji's family can call in. 

 

   Later, they changed to an unfamiliar number, and Qiao read back a text message, telling them that 

if they called him again, they would not have to choose this choice! 

 

  Although the elders of the Ji family were half-dead by her rebellion, they really didn't dare to call 

her for brainwashing education anymore. 

 



  The result of their discussion all night was that the second elder came forward to contact Simon of 

the Chamber of Commerce Alliance the next day, pushing back the previous appointment. 

 

   This is undoubtedly forcing them to spit out the fat in their mouths, and they have to spit out 

willingly and resolutely. 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family made a very aggrieved phone call. 

 

  But no matter how aggrieved he was, he had to finish the call according to Qiao Nian's wishes, and 

express the Ji family's attitude clearly. 

 

   "...So President Simon, let's forget about the cooperation we talked about before. It just happens 

that everyone hasn't had time to sign the contract, so it's not too troublesome." 

 

Simon received this call early in the morning and heard what the second elder of the Ji family said on the 

opposite side. He rubbed his eyebrows and walked to the floor-to-ceiling window. He asked solemnly: 

"So what do you mean? The Ji family doesn't cooperate with me, meaning ...are you going to tear my 

face apart?" 

 

   "I know what President Simon has done. Even if we want to fall out with you, it is not without 

reason! We are all smart people, there is no need to speak out, no one has a good face." 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family knew that his family's ugliness would not be publicized, so it was 

impossible to tell him that Qiao Nian forced him to make the choice, and his tone was extremely cold. 

 

   "The cooperation I promised you before was agreed on the premise that we didn't find out clearly. 

Now that we have found out, some things are inconvenient to cooperate with." 

 

"Oh." Simon laughed, and it would be strange if he believed his nonsense: "Jihuang is still alive and dead 

in the hospital. It's not good for Ji's family to tear themselves apart with the Chamber of Commerce 

Alliance at this time? You don't think about it anymore when you come. one time?" 

 



  The second elder of the Ji family held a breath in his heart, and said with a smile on his face: "There 

is nothing to consider, this is our attitude." 

 

  He didn't want to talk to Simon anymore: "President Simon, I have already expressed my attitude, 

so I won't chat. Hang up first." 

 

  Simon didn't have time to say anything, when a busy tone came from the other end. 

 

  The second elder of the Ji family has hung up on him. 

 

  Simon pressed the tip of his tongue against his cheek, and smiled angrily for a moment, his blue 

eyes stared at the phone that was hung up in disbelief. 

 

  He looked at it for a few seconds, his face turned cold, and a violent out-of-control rush rushed up, 

causing him to smash his phone into pieces uncontrollably. 

 

  Simon propped his hands on the floor-to-ceiling windows, his chest heaving violently, as if he 

couldn't control his emotions, but the throbbing temples reminded him that he didn't have so much 

time to digest emotions. 

 

  He strenuously walked to the back of the desk, picked up the intercom and asked his assistant to 

come in: "Come in and clean the office." 

 

  He put the receiver back and sat down on the leather swivel chair again. His handsome and mature 

face showed an expression of bewilderment. He was thinking about why those old foxes from Ji's family 

suddenly repented, and also thinking about how much Qiao Nian found out about him... 

 

  He was finally thinking about one thing - how Qiao Nian planned to deal with him! 

 

  Simon thought of the person he provoked, and his heart turned cold. He couldn't understand why 

he was obsessed with ghosts and took risks in order to carve up Ji's family and the Tsar's drawings. 

 



   

 

  Chapter 3636 President, there is an oriental girl looking for you below 

 

   Just when Simon was restless because of a phone call early in the morning. 

 

  Qiao Nian just got up and came down from the second floor. 

 

  Gu San greeted her, brought breakfast and put it on the dining table and asked her to have 

breakfast. 

 

Qiao Nian walked over, opened the chair and sat down, casually picked up a piece of toast and put it in 

his mouth, with his half-drooped eyelids still looking a little sleepy, with one hand resting on his chin, he 

ate the bread from time to time . 

 

"milk." 

 

  Ye Fanchuan came over and put the milk by her hand. 

 

   Qiao Nian glanced at the steaming milk, yawned, tilted his head sleepily, and looked at him with 

dark eyes: "What time did you go to bed last night?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan sat down beside her: "One o'clock in the morning." 

 

   "Oh." Qiao Nian replied, no wonder she received a semiconductor variation equation solution from 

Ye Fanchuan a little closer last night. 

 

  Qin Si in the living room is still asking her to play a game. 

 

  Qiao Nian worked on the last equation left in Jiqing's USB flash drive until midnight last night, and 

now his brain is still sharp and tingling, how could he be in the mood to play games with him. 



 

   "You play by yourself." She ruthlessly refused, ignoring Qin Si howling, and drank milk slowly after 

breakfast, rubbed her temples and leaned on the back of the chair to think about whether to go to the 

research institute. 

 

  She thought of a problem-solving idea yesterday, and wanted to study it with Feng Yu... 

 

at this time. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan suddenly said: "Simon, what are you going to do?" 

 

  Qiao Nian's brain paused for a moment, and he put his arms on the back of the chair in a casual 

sitting posture, his slightly raised eyes were unrestrained: "Him?" 

 

   "Yes." Ye Wangchuan was not polite to her: "Do you want Mo Dong to deal with it?" 

 

  Qiao Nian understood what he meant, which meant that she didn't need to come forward, and he 

handled the chamber of commerce alliance instead of him. 

 

  But she wants to solve it by herself this time. 

 

   "No, I'll do it myself." Qiao Nian said in a leisurely manner: "Ji's family should have told him. Don't 

worry for now, let him hang out for two days...I'll find him after I finish my work." 

 

  … 

 

   Qiao Nian said he was not in a hurry, really not in a hurry. 

 

  In the next two days, Simon anxiously waited for Qiao Nian to attack him, but neither Yaomen nor 

the First Research Institute had any intention of making trouble for him. 

 



  It seemed like a joke for him to be mentally alert. 

 

   And he didn't have a good rest for two days in a row. He not only failed to solve the predicament in 

front of him, but also made himself exhausted. 

 

   On the third day, when he was extremely exhausted and his vigilance had been relaxed. 

 

  The assistant knocked on the office door. 

 

   "Knock knock." 

 

   "President." The assistant's voice came from the door. 

 

  Simon stared at the computer but didn't read the files on it. He looked away absently and said with 

a wooden face, "Come in." 

 

The assistant opened the door and came in, walked to his desk, and said softly: "President, there is a 

Miss Qiao outside who wants to see you. Because she didn't have an appointment, the front desk didn't 

dare to let her in, but she insisted that you would meet her, so the front desk Let me ask you if you want 

to put her up..." 

 

   He didn't finish his sentence. 

 

  The assistant saw that Simon's complexion changed drastically, and he almost stood up with his 

hands on the table. His expression changed again and again, and he asked him complicatedly: "What 

does that person look like?!" 

 

   "Uh..." the assistant was taken aback by the question. 

 

  Simon locked his eyes firmly on him: "Go and ask." 

 



The assistant hurried to the side to call the front desk to ask about the situation, and came back after a 

while, carefully stating: "The front desk said she was a very young oriental girl, wearing a peaked cap, 

she couldn't see her face clearly, but she should be pretty. " 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3637 Sister Nian came to the door 

 

   "..." Oriental girls, peaked caps, very beautiful. 

 

  Simon matched all the information, and he was almost sure who was looking for him downstairs. 

 

  He had atrial fibrillation. 

 

  —Qiao Nian came to her door! 

 

  He sat on the swivel chair almost aphasia, and said nothing with his downcast eyes. 

 

  The assistant looked at him silently, confused as if the sky was falling, and only dared to ask 

cautiously: "President, are you seeing me?" 

 

  Simon heard the assistant's question in a hazy voice. He twitched his lips like a mockery, and took a 

long time to answer the question: "...People have come to the door, and it's my turn to say no." 

 

   "?" The assistant couldn't figure out what he meant for a while, so he stood still and didn't dare to 

move. 

 

  Simon took a deep breath to calm himself down, and looked up at him: "Let her come up!" 

 

  The assistant got the order, heaved a sigh of relief, and said cheerfully: "Okay." 



 

   As he spoke, he turned around and went out to do errands. 

 

  Simon leaned back on the chair weakly and was deeply anxious about what to do next. Then he 

realized it and got up immediately to catch up. 

 

  How did he forget. 

 

  In this situation, he should pick it up in person. 

 

  But before he walked out of the office, he saw the girl coming out of the elevator in the corridor, 

looking up and meeting his eyes. 

 

  Simon's footsteps were suddenly nailed in place, before he could react. 

 

  The girl walked towards him as if nothing happened. 

 

Step by step. 

 

  Every second beats like a drum in his atrium, atrial fibrillation. 

 

   However, there wasn't that much time for him to react. 

 

  Qiao Nian walked up to him and stood still in a blink of an eye, raised her head slightly, revealing the 

young and flamboyant face under the peaked cap, narrowed her black eyes slightly, raised the corners 

of her lips, and casually greeted: "President Simon, long time no see~" 

 

  It is obviously a loose tone. 

 

  Simon's heart trembled, and he could hear the decisive breath inside. 



 

  He looked at the assistant who was stretching his neck and looking this way outside, pursed his lips, 

stepped aside to get out of the way, and called the girl to enter the office: "Miss Qiao, come in and talk." 

 

"OK." 

 

   Qiao Nian didn't want to be polite to him, so he walked in. 

 

   "Huh." Simon took another deep breath and followed. 

 

  * 

 

  His office is located on the top floor of a landmark building in the most prosperous part of 

Independence Island. The 270° circular glass design can overlook all the surrounding streets and 

buildings. 

 

   This sense of overlooking that tramples everyone under their feet is in line with Simon's identity, 

and he once loved it very much. 

 

   However, right now he is not in the mood to enjoy the feeling of standing on a high place. 

 

  Simon personally made a cup of coffee and delivered it to the French windows. Seeing the girl 

standing there looking at the scenery below, he took a deep breath and handed over the brewed coffee. 

He said politely, "Miss Qiao, let's have a cup of coffee. Is mocha okay without sugar?" 

 

   Qiao Nian turned his head to see him, and didn't reach out to pick up the coffee cup he handed in 

front of him, but said bluntly: "Does President Simon know why I'm here today?" 

 

  Simon held the coffee there for a long time, but no one wanted to pick it up. Although he was 

extremely embarrassed, he had to take it back, and said sincerely: "Miss Qiao has a misunderstanding!" 

 



   "I'd be disingenuous if I said I didn't know why you came here... but there was a 

misunderstanding." 

 

  Simon spoke out all the words he had thought up in the past two days, as if he was afraid that Qiao 

Nian would interrupt him. 

 

   "I admit that people from State M have contacted me and mentioned to me the tsar's drawings and 

the benefits of dividing up Ji's family to make me 'difficult' for you." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3638 I told Miss Qiao what good 

 

He looked into Qiao Nian's eyes and said seriously: "I was really moved and did it. But Miss Qiao, you 

should be very clear that not only our chamber of commerce alliance has done this, but most of the 

independent continent has done it. You can't Just hang on to us! It's not fair to us..." 

 

  Simon was very sincere. 

 

  In fact, he thought about completely denying the Mingshui mansion, and he vetoed it just after the 

idea came up. 

 

  Simon knew very well that Qiao Nian was a smart person. 

 

  If he completely denies what the Chamber of Commerce Alliance did in Mingshui Mansion, Qiao 

Nian may not give him any face, nor will he believe that he did not participate. 

 

   He might as well say half-truths. 

 

   On the one hand, admitting that he was involved, on the other hand, dragging everyone into the 

water... 

 



"Miss Qiao, we are willing to pay for our actions, and we are also willing to make concessions and 

compensation on some projects. Compared with other forces, I think I have a good attitude. I don't 

know why you want to hold me?" He was still very confused Generally asked Qiao Nian. 

 

  If it were someone else, he might be distracted by his series of actions. Unfortunately, he doesn't 

know Qiao Nian, and Qiao Nian never does things that are not sure. 

 

  Since he was found here, it is impossible to wrong him. 

 

   "You mean I'm too much." After listening to him quietly, the girl asked him with a half-smile. 

 

  Simon's expression was serious, and he accepted it when he saw it: "Miss Qiao, I respect you very 

much. I definitely don't mean that. I just don't understand the reason why you came to the door today." 

 

Qiao Nian took out an igniter out of nowhere and played with it in his hand. He lowered his eyes and 

couldn't see the emotion on his face: "You said that the Chamber of Commerce Alliance only did what 

everyone else did. Then I have the Tsar's blueprint in my hand." Who released the news?" 

 

  Simon's heart trembled, and he opened his mouth and couldn't speak for a while. 

 

  He wasn't sure how much Qiao Nian knew! 

 

  At this moment, the girl raised her eyes to meet his gaze again, and gave him a casual look: "I heard 

that before the Mingshui mansion incident, a force had been contacting other forces to surround and kill 

me. You don't know?" 

 

"I…" 

 

  Simon's eyes dodged, his heart was already in a mess. 

 

  The sixth sense clearly told him that Qiao Nian knew everything. 

 



  In this case, if he denies it again, he will lose the opportunity to confess and be lenient. 

 

  Because he vaguely felt that Qiao Nian had other things to do besides settle accounts with him 

today... 

 

  He may still have a chance. 

 

  Simon wanted to understand this, so he calmed down, looked at the girl elegantly and said, "Miss 

Qiao shouldn't just talk to me this time, right? Tell me what you have to say." 

 

  'Pa Da'. 

 

  The girl put away the igniter in her hand, looked at him appreciatively, and said directly: "Then I'll be 

straight. Who is the person who contacted you in State M? How did he tell you?" 

 

  Seeing that he had guessed right, Simon heaved a sigh of relief for no reason. 

 

  He didn't answer immediately, but looked at the girl seriously and said, "What's the good of me 

telling Miss Qiao?" 

 

  Qiao Nian raised her eyebrows, but she was not angry: "What benefits do you want?" 

 

  Simon is blunt: "Of course I want Miss Qiao to stop pursuing this matter!" 

 

   "Tsk." Qiao Nian chuckled lightly, neither said yes nor bad, but told him decisively: "The exchange 

you want is too big, and what you gave me is not worthy of such a condition." 

 

  Simon's face was a little ugly, but he didn't refute. 

 

  Of course he knew that he took the opportunity to ask too much, but he had no choice but to seize 

the opportunity to mention it to the girl to win a chance for himself. 



 

   

 

  Chapter 3639 A mysterious young man 

 

   "Then what can you give me?" He is a smart man, and he knows that stalemate is not good for him, 

so he backs down. 

 

Qiao Nian raised his peaked cap with his left hand, turned around lazily, stopped looking at the scenery 

outside the window, and strode inside, saying, "I can promise you. As long as you step down as the 

president of the Chamber of Commerce Alliance, I don't have to be involved in the Chamber of 

Commerce Alliance's head." .” 

 

   "..." 

 

  Simon almost laughed angrily when he heard the condition she said. 

 

  He paused, clenched his fists tightly, and responded with a livid face at one point: "This condition 

does not seem to be good for me. I am not the president of the Chamber of Commerce Alliance, why 

should I care about their interests?" 

 

Qiao Nian turned her head and met his burning eyes without saying a word. After a few seconds, she 

said calmly, "This is something you should consider, not mine. I didn't force you to accept it. You can 

choose not to say anything." , at worst, I'll check it out myself." 

 

  Simon froze in place, his mind was buzzing, and his expression was also changing: "Miss Qiao, at 

least you let me see some benefits... The conditions you gave are too harsh." 

 

  Qiao Nian sat down on the sofa, smiled inexplicably, licked the corner of her lower lip, and said 

dryly, "You want my life, and I have to offer you a bargain?" 

 

  Simon's face changed again. 



 

  Qiao Nian didn't give him a chance to continue bargaining, and waved his hand: "I still say the same 

thing, you don't have to agree." 

 

   Next, Simon thought about it for more than half an hour. 

 

  Qiao Nian has been sitting on the sofa with Erlang's legs up and playing with his mobile phone, 

without urging him, and letting him stand there gritting his teeth from time to time. 

 

   Half an hour passed. 

 

  Simon closed his eyes fiercely and opened them again, as if accepting his fate, with a tired look on 

his face: "I agree to your conditions." 

 

  He put a blank face: "I hope you will do what you say, and only embarrass me alone, and you will 

not embarrass the entire chamber of commerce alliance because of this matter in the future!" 

 

  He saw the girl take away the phone and nodded casually. 

 

  Simon knew how Qiao Nian was, and knew that since she had promised him, no matter how 

perfunctory it seemed, she would never go back on her word. 

 

  The big stone on his heart fell to the ground, and he said blankly: "The person looking for me is a 

young man." 

 

  Qiao Nian narrowed his eyes. 

 

  …young man? 

 

  She knew very well that Shadow didn't look young anymore, at least no one would use the word 

'young man' to describe Shadow. 



 

  The person who came was not a shadow? 

 

Who is that. 

 

  She didn't answer, but listened to Simon continue. 

 

Simon looked at her and continued: "That person looks three or four years older than you, definitely not 

more than thirty. He is very low-key and a smart person. He came to me and negotiated with me 

directly, saying that he could Through this incident, I helped the Alliance of Chambers of Commerce to 

gain the greatest benefit when dividing up Ji's family... I didn't believe him at first, but he showed me a 

copy of Jihuang's medical record. Only after reading the medical record did I know that Jihuang was 

poisoned. It won't be long. So I was moved and reached a cooperation with him." 

 

  People in Independent Continent are all asking about the news of the hospital. 

 

  But with so many forces including him, none of them got the exact data of Ji Lingfeng's body. 

 

  The man showed him Ji Lingfeng's case report, which convinced him of the other party's ability. 

Coupled with the opportunity given by God, the other party offered attractive conditions. 

 

  He's a businessman, it's hard not to be tempted. 

 

   "After the incident happened, I tried to contact him, but he disappeared in Independence Island as 

if he disappeared from the world. Even I don't know when he left the country." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3640 What we want to protect is more important than life 

 

  Simon looked at the girl, his azure blue pupils flashed behind the gold-rimmed lenses. 



 

  He raised his hand and pushed down his glasses: "Miss Qiao, forgive me. That man seems to have a 

grudge against you, and the grudge is not small. He came at you from the very beginning!" 

 

   "Oh?" Qiao Nian narrowed her eyes to examine the expression on his face, as if judging whether he 

was lying. 

 

  Simon straightened his back and let her look at him, his heart was calm and his eyes didn't change: 

"I don't need to lie to you when things have come to this point." 

 

   "I feel like that person is here for you. To put it bluntly, even if he doesn't have the support of the 

Queen behind him, he will probably cause trouble for you." 

 

  He paused: "As for the reason why he troubled you...I don't know... Only Ms. Qiao can think about 

whether she has offended this person." 

 

  Qiao Nian put down his legs, and said casually: "I have offended many people, I don't know which 

number you are talking about." 

 

  Simon glanced at her, and rarely said seriously: "This person is very dangerous, I advise Miss Qiao to 

find out." 

 

   Qiao Nian tilted his head: "Are you using me?" 

 

"yes." 

 

Simon didn't hide his purpose, and said confidently: "If he didn't come to me and asked me to 

cooperate, I wouldn't be where I am today. After the incident, he left me and ran away. Replace me with 

you, you I won't let him go! But..." 

 

He changed his voice and met Qiao Nian's eyes again: "I have the intention of taking revenge on him by 

your hand, but what I said was all sincere - this person is very dangerous, and there is another one who 



seems to have a deep hatred against you. Miss Qiao is a smart person, you don't feel at ease leaving 

such a person outside, don't you?" 

 

   Qiao Nian got up and dusted off his clothes, but didn't give a clear answer: "...Let's talk about it, I'm 

not short of one or two enemies!" 

 

  Simon saw the girl get up, pick up her things and turn around to leave, her expression changed, and 

just before Qiao Nian walked out the door, she clenched her fists and called out in a hoarse voice: "Miss 

Qiao." 

 

  Qiao Nian held the doorknob with one hand. Hearing this, he stopped and didn't turn his head: 

"Say." 

 

   "How do you know that I am willing to agree to your conditions?" Simon still confessed all his 

doubts. 

 

  He has been guessing how Qiao Nian plans to deal with him these two days. 

 

  He thought of many possibilities. 

 

  For example, Qiao Nian brought people to kidnap him, or threatened him with a gun to his head... I 

didn't expect such a peaceful conversation today. 

 

   He just said everything. 

 

  Simon's throat was dry: "How do you know that I will tell you...what if I refuse to say it?" 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't understand what he was asking this for, and turned his head and squinted at the 

past, just catching the pain and loneliness on the man's face. 

 



  She seemed to understand what Simon was asking, pursed her lower lip, took a rare breath of relief, 

and said softly: "Because everyone has something in their heart that they want to protect, and this is 

more important than life." 

 

   "..." 

 

   "I have something to protect, and you have it too." 

 

  What Simon wants to protect is not the reputation and interests, but the chamber of commerce 

alliance that he has fought for most of his life. Qiao Nian saw this clearly and never thought of using 

violence to solve this problem. 

 

  For an old fox like Ximeng who has been wandering around the independent continent all the year 

round, even if you catch him and break his leg, he may not be willing to tell you the truth. 

 

   Only when you talk to him on the condition of something he really cares about, will he tell you the 

truth. 

 

   Qiao Nian left this sentence, and without looking at Simon's follow-up reaction, turned around and 

opened the door to go out. 

 

   Only Simon was left standing in the office blankly, watching her walking away, abruptly pulled the 

corner of his mouth, and shook his head with a smile: "I'm really old, and I was actually seen through by 

a little girl in her early twenties..." 


